Introducing Two New OISS Team Members!

September 27, 2023

It's been another busy summer at OISS and we are excited to introduce you to two new members of the OISS team! You can easily find contact information for everyone on our team on the OISS Staff page [1], and you can search by your department or school name to find out your designated OISS adviser on the Connect with OISS [2] page. Please help us welcome Abby and Jeffrey to the OISS family!

New Members of the OISS Team

Abigail (Abby) Harris [3], Adviser

Originally from Alabama, Abby holds both a bachelor’s and master’s degree in social work from Auburn University and the University of Alabama, respectively, and puts those skills to use in her role as an Adviser. She has experience living and working abroad in Thailand and Hong Kong, helping her empathize with the international population at Yale as they navigate complex immigration regulations. Abby is joining the Yale OISS team after supporting the undergraduate international student population at the University of Chicago. Outside of work, Abby likes to ride her bicycle on long trips, experiment with sewing her own clothes, and express herself through aerial circus acrobatics.

Jeffrey Kaine [4], Employment-Based Immigration Specialist

Originally from Oxford, CT which is a small town to the west of New Haven, Jeffrey currently lives in Woodbury, CT.
Jeffrey has a Master's degree in Education in Higher Education Administration from Suffolk University in Boston, MA and a Bachelor's degree in Science from Roger Williams University in Bristol, RI. Jeffrey took students on a short-term study abroad trip to Berlin, Germany and Prague, Czech Republic during spring break. Outside of work, he likes to spend time on the beach, hiking, cooking, and being with his family and his Cavelier King Charles Spaniel named "Alder".
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